
Add-on Handout 3.4 STREET DIRECTORIES
Street directories were in popular use for nearly two centuries and only fell into disuse with
advent of widespread use of telephone directories. Directories contained lists of residents
and details about the county, town or parish where they lived. They also contained details
of local trades and other services. Plgot's, Kelly's and Wright's were major players in
publishing the directories annually with over 350 produced in England and Wales in the
19305 alone. The Post Office published dlrectories for many years too. The last Street
Directories were found in the 1970s.

The earliest examples may contain 'notable' residents, such as the doctor, lawyer or
postmaster, and wealthy land or property owners. By the mid-1900s, many urban
directories tisted all householders, though only the 'head of household' (usually malel) was
listed. Directories are usually easily accessed in local libraries or archives.
www.familia.org.uk will tell you who has
what. Increasingly old directories are sold or
available online or on disk. Leicester
University has placed a site and search
engine online at
www.historicaldirectories.org.

Many early and later directories can be
purchased on disk from:

• www.genealogysupplies.com.
• www.stepping-stones.co.uk, and
• http://youroldbooksandmaps.co.uk.

When searching through directories please remember that ward boundaries, street names
and occupations do change. Using them in conjunction with other sources may be wise
practice. Following your ancestors through a series of directories may enable you to trace
developing careers, expanding businesses, change of occupation, and when names
disappear it may be evidence of death or of removal to another address or town. Looking
up other people with the same surname may be indications of other relatives too.

You should note that directories were commercial ventures, commonly put together in the
previous year and not necessarity updated between editions. Sowhat you find in 1888 may
in reality describe things as they were in 1887. Details can be rather poor - a farmer/
butcher might only be described under one profession. Directories were biased too, with
very few poor people listed, particularly in the earliest. Most directories contain a street
index and as time went by they added in name indexes too, so searching through them is
usually pretty straightforward. You will not need a step-by-step guide for using them. Street
directories are vital sources if you want to trace the history of a house too.
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